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The site-specific effects of bone loading are evident when observing the effect of upper limb dominance on bone
mass. For instance, studies of the upper extremity bones of tennis players have revealed greater bone mineral density
(BMD) of the dominant arm. However, bone strength is commonly examined in the lower limbs, where the
determination of lower limb dominance is not as straightforward as for the upper limbs. Clinicians and researchers
often expressly scan the non-dominant limb.

 

PURPOSE: To compare the ability of a selection of questionnaires and physical tests to predict lower limb
dominance in terms of bone strength in adults.

 

METHODS: We recruited 40 healthy men and women (20 M; 20 F) aged 18 to 30 years inclusive. Participants
completed the Waterloo Footedness Questionnaire (WFQ) and answered a series of dominance-related questions.
Several physical challenges were also performed, including a hop distance test, step recovery test, and tests for
cerebral lateralization. Bilateral calcaneal broadband ultrasound attenuation (BUA) (QUS-2, Quidel, USA) and
femoral neck (FN) BMD (XR-36, Norland, USA) were measured from all subjects.

 

RESULTS: The WFQ, task-related side dominance questions and the step recovery test showed significant negative
relationships for both FN and calcaneal mass (r = -0.35--0.47, p < 0.03). The relationships between measures of
dominance were high for some (e.g. step recovery test vs task-related side dominance questions and self-determined
dominant foot vs WFQ; r = 0.64-0.75, p = 0.001), but non-significant for others (e.g. dominant hop distance test vs
step recovery test and WFQ vs dominant hop distance). Regression analysis revealed that none of the tests could
predict the strongest heel, whereas the step recovery test predicted 22% of the variance in determination of dominant
FN BMD. Addition of task-related side dominance questions and the WFQ enhanced prediction to 44% of the
variance in FN dominance determination.

 

CONCLUSIONS: Self-determined functional side dominance is not a good predictor of skeletal strength dominance.
In fact, analysis suggests that functional side dominance is inversely related to skeletal side dominance.
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